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A B S T R A C T

Although fever is one of the main presenting symptoms of COVID-19 infection, little public attention

has been given to fever as an evolved defense. Fever, the regulated increase in the body temperature,

is part of the evolved systemic reaction to infection known as the acute phase response. The heat of

fever augments the performance of immune cells, induces stress on pathogens and infected cells dir-

ectly, and combines with other stressors to provide a nonspecific immune defense. Observational tri-

als in humans suggest a survival benefit from fever, and randomized trials published before COVID-19

do not support fever reduction in patients with infection. Like public health measures that seem bur-

densome and excessive, fevers involve costly trade-offs but they can prevent infection from getting out

of control. For infections with novel SARS-CoV-2, the precautionary principle applies: unless evidence

suggests otherwise, we advise that fever should be allowed to run its course.

Received 30 June 2020; revised version accepted 5 November 2020

A B S T R A C T

Lay summary: For COVID-19, many public health organizations have advised treating fever with medi-
cines such as acetaminophen or ibuprofen. Even though this is a common practice, lowering body

temperature has not improved survival in laboratory animals or in patients with infections. Blocking
fever can be harmful because fever, along with other sickness symptoms, evolved as a defense against

infection. Fever works by causing more damage to pathogens and infected cells than it does to healthy
cells in the body. During pandemic COVID-19, the benefits of allowing fever to occur probably out-
weigh its harms, for individuals and for the public at large.
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INTRODUCTION

Although fever appears many times during our lives, its utility is

often ignored. This is reflected in recent observations concern-

ing COVID-19, caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Several authors

have raised and discussed the concern that certain drugs that

upregulate ACE2 receptors, such as ACE inhibitors and non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), might make the in-

fection worse [1–3]. Less attention has been given to the possi-

bility that fever suppression by antipyretics itself carries risks in

the setting of an acute infectious illness, such as COVID-19 [4,

5]. Fever is one of the most common presenting symptoms of

COVID-19, occurring in approximately 80% of cases [6]. Major

health organizations have issued inconsistent and sometimes

contradictory guidance for fever treatment during COVID-19.

Guidelines have variously advised taking antipyretics for fever

reduction [7, 8], recommended antipyretics, e.g. acetamino-

phen, ‘to feel better’ without mentioning fever [9], provided re-

assurance that antipyretics, e.g. NSAIDS, are not harmful [7, 10,

11], and recommended antipyretics for fever and other symp-

toms, but not solely to reduce body temperature [12]. Against

this backdrop, a large literature exists on fever and associated

symptoms as a defense against infections [13–20], and previous

researchers have warned against the routine use of antipyretics

during infections [21–27]. Now we find that this concern must

be revisited for COVID-19, an often-lethal disease for which we

currently have no cure or vaccine.

In this review, we outline the role of fever during infections,

and we consider whether fever is beneficial, harmful or neutral

to the host and to the pathogen. We review the evidence for and

against interventions that lower or raise an infected patient’s

temperature. Additionally, we discuss how population-level

approaches to fever might affect public health. In three text

boxes, we provide more detailed context from an evolutionary

medicine viewpoint.

FEVER AND SICKNESS SYMPTOMS

Fever is part of a systemic response to infection known as the

acute phase response (Box 1). Fever itself is the controlled ele-

vation of body temperature due to the upward resetting of the

hypothalamic thermostat. This distinguishes fever from hyper-

thermia, e.g. heat stroke, which involves overheating of the

body while the temperature set-point remains normal. More

rarely, especially in very severe infections, there may be a con-

trolled depression of body temperature, termed anapyrexia [28],

to be distinguished from unregulated hypothermia. Fever is per-

ceived as alarming and uncomfortable in early stages since the

individual feels cold and may shiver. And fever is uncomfortable

when it breaks, since the individual feels uncomfortably warm

and may sweat. As part of the acute phase response, fever is al-

most invariably accompanied by uncomfortable sickness

symptoms and behaviors, notably lethargy, depression and

aches. Although fever and sickness symptoms/behaviors are

regulated in different regions of the brain, both are inhibited by

antipyretic drugs (e.g. NSAIDs and acetaminophen) [29, 30].

The NSAIDs, particularly ibuprofen, are considered to have

more anti-inflammatory properties than acetaminophen and

may carry additional risks of promoting infection [31].

Box 1. The acute phase response

In addition to the local inflammatory response to infection, the systemic

defensive responses to infection are known as the acute phase response

[13, 89]. Besides fever, other components include mobilization of leuko-

cytes; production of a variety of protective proteins (acute phase pro-

teins); reduced blood levels of iron, zinc, and manganese; reduced

erythrocyte production (beyond simple iron deficiency); reduced appetite

(anorexia); breakdown of muscle protein and fat (cachexia or hyperca-

tabolism); and the uncomfortable, motivation-sapping sickness symp-

toms and behaviors we associate with infection, including lethargy, de-

pression and aches. The acute phase response is induced and regulated

by the infected individual’s own pro-inflammatory cytokines and other

mediators acting on specific cell receptors. Because these responses are

initiated by the host, not by the pathogen, and because they are evolu-

tionarily conserved—appearing in all vertebrates and many invertebrates

[32, 33]—the acute phase response is considered an adaptive non-spe-

cific response to infection.

While some components of the acute phase response are generally

accepted to be beneficial, other acute phase responses—lassitude, ano-

rexia and cachexia—can seem more harmful than beneficial and their

function has been debated [16, 18, 90–92]. Each of the components of

the acute phase response involves either self-harm or the expenditure of

limited resources. This includes manufacturing acute phase proteins

and supporting an increased metabolic rate. Indeed, in humans, a 2�C

higher febrile temperature uses about 20% more energy than that used

at normal temperature [17, 93].

The most widely-cited explanation for these elements of the acute

phase response was proposed by Hart [16] and extended by Straub

et al. [92]. This hypothesis centers around the need to conserve resour-

ces and to reallocate energy resources towards supporting an effective

immune defense. Resources are conserved by restricting less essential

activities and not foraging for food. Another hypothesis is that replicat-

ing pathogens can be especially vulnerable to many of the harmful com-

ponents of the acute phase response, so that the harm involved is

directed more to pathogens than to the host [18, 49]. In this view,

reduced appetite is a nutritional strategy that disproportionately starves

pathogens of energy and micronutrients. A recently proposed additional

hypothesis views sickness behavior as an evolved defense that primarily

benefits close relatives. In this view, termed the ‘inclusive behavioral im-

mune system’, social withdrawal and self-isolation prevent infection

from spreading to relatives who share genes with an infected individual

[91, 94].
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HOW FEVER WORKS—EXPERIMENTS AND
THEORY

Fever is widespread throughout the animal kingdom. In add-

ition to the internally generated fevers of mammals and birds,

many invertebrates and poikilothermic vertebrates have been

observed to raise their body temperature behaviorally, although

baseline and febrile temperatures vary substantially depending

on the species [32, 33]. Likewise, pathogens are expected to be

adapted to the temperature of their host [20], and it has been

noted that most fungi are precluded from infecting mammals

and birds due to high endothermic temperatures [34]. The sub-

sequent discussion of specific temperatures is primarily

Box 2. What temperature do pathogens actually

experience?

Many potential pathogens can survive and function over a wide range

of temperatures cooler than their optimum. Temperatures that are

slightly higher than the optimum can damage proteins (including en-

zyme function), membrane lipids, and RNA and disrupt DNA synthesis

in the cells of both hosts and pathogens [20, 95, 96]. For cultured mam-

malian cells without preconditioning, a sharp increase in lethality occurs

above 43�C, with mitosis and the S-phase of the cell cycle being most

sensitive [96, 97].

However, one of the concerns about the efficacy of fever in harming

pathogens is that febrile temperature (i.e. core body temperature) rarely

exceeds 40–41�C in humans, if that. So how can the heat of fever be

expected to harm or even kill most host-adapted pathogens [95]? And

furthermore, why should we expect that the heat will harm the patho-

gens (including virally infected cells) more than the host [18]?

The temperature to which pathogens at the infected site are actually

exposed is currently unknown [18, 98]. However, it is almost certainly

higher than that of the blood entering the infected site since heat is

generated at inflammatory foci. For example, studies assessing the tem-

perature of inflamed atherosclerotic plaques have found temperatures

up to 2�C higher than core temperature [99, 100]. It has been proposed

that one source of this heat is from the macrophages in these inflamed

plaques that have upregulated levels of mitochondrial uncoupling pro-

tein 2, which generates heat rather than ATP [101]. Neutrophils acti-

vated to undergo the respiratory burst (as with phagocytosis) generate

substantial heat [102–104], as expected from the oxidative reactions that

produce reactive oxygen species. Likewise, blood mononuclear cells acti-

vated by interleukin-2 or interferon-c rapidly generate heat [105]. That

high temperatures can be generated very locally was revealed when

mitochondrial temperatures were found to be as high as 50�C as meas-

ured by temperature-sensitive mitochondrial dyes [106].

LeGrand and Day [18] proposed that since growth and replication are

universally sensitive to disruption by stressors of any kind, replicating

pathogens (and infected cells generating pathogens) localized at the

infected site would tend to be more vulnerable to heat stress than non-

replicating host cells (stromal cells or infiltrating effector immune cells).

Immune cells recruited to the site of infection (e.g. neutrophils, macro-

phages and lymphocytes) are routinely exposed to the high tempera-

tures at infected sites (and themselves participate in heat generation).

Therefore, it is not surprising that the optimal functional temperature of

activated leukocytes is higher than normal core body temperature. In

this view, fever provides a crucial temperature boost to locally warmed

tissues at infected sites, elevating the temperature to the level that dam-

ages pathogens. Additionally, the systemic febrile temperature may im-

pair replication of pathogens that have spread. This is analogous to iron

deprivation as a host defense during infection: systemically iron is mild-

ly restricted, but locally at the infected site it is much more restricted,

and limited even further within phagolysosomes [18].

Box 3. The trade-offs of immune

brinksmanship

All immune defenses involve important costs and benefits. The term

‘immune brinksmanship’ was coined as a metaphor for the trade-off

that the host faces between self-directed costs of immunity and harm

directed towards pathogenic microbes and infected host cells [49]. The

benefits of the acute phase response typically outweigh its costs, be-

cause fever and other nonspecific stressors exploit the vulnerabilities of

rapidly dividing pathogens [49]. As a result, costs are preferentially

imposed on pathogens instead of healthy host cells. Some pathogens

have counteradaptations that protect against acute phase response

stresses, but these impose trade-offs themselves for pathogens.

Microbe-derived heat shock proteins, for instance, impair pathogen rep-

lication and trigger additional immune responses from the host [37].

LeGrand and Alcock [49] identified a number of conditions where im-

mune brinksmanship may be a losing strategy for an infected host. One

example is having insufficient metabolic, nutritional or physiologic

reserves needed to survive the stress. Having comorbidities, such as

heart failure or impaired lung function, also reduce the potential payoff.

Other threats to the host, such as having co-infection with another

pathogen or a recent previous infection, also decrease the odds of suc-

cess. Other costs specific to fever include harming tissues with rapid

growth, such as during spermatogenesis in the testes [107] and embry-

onic and fetal development [108]. Additionally, some specialized patho-

gens may be relatively resistant to stresses imposed by the host.

Old age is a risk factor for respiratory failure and death in COVID-19,

and in some of these cases, the costs of the immune response may ex-

ceed its benefits [109]. Proximate explanations include attenuated im-

mune responses in the aged (immunosenescence) [110] or excessive in-

nate immune activation (inflammaging) [111]. We note that impaired

infection control may impose additional immune costs, taking the pa-

tient to the brink with potentially lethal self-harm. Also, because SARS-

CoV-2 is a novel virus, some lethal cases may occur because humans

have had insufficient time to evolve optimal immune responses to it.
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directed at mammalian fever with the recognition that many of

the principles could apply more widely to other species and

their pathogens.

Fever’s ability to protect against infection has been well

established through numerous in vitro and in vivo experiments

and has been extensively reviewed [13, 14, 16, 17, 23]. A variety

of infection-fighting mechanisms have been proposed for fever,

though the relative importance of each mechanism remains to

be established. Febrile temperatures enhance a variety of im-

mune cells functions, reviewed in [13] and [14]. These include

motility, phagocytosis and reactive oxygen species production

by neutrophils and monocytes, as well as enhanced function of

natural killer cells, dendritic cells, T-helper cells and antibody-

producing cells. Febrile temperatures increase type I interferon

responses [35], notable here because interferons have antiviral

activities, and reduced type I interferon activity is associated

with severe COVID-19 disease [36]. In addition, fever can induce

heat shock proteins in both pathogens and host cells, resulting

in downstream induction of adaptive and innate components of

the host immune response [17, 37]. Fever also increases the vul-

nerability of rapidly dividing pathogens to destruction, acting in

concert with other stresses such as iron deprivation [38] and

the effects of antibiotics [39]. Very elevated temperatures (e.g.

42�C) are synergistic with reduced pH and hypoxia in killing of

mammalian cells [40]. The combined actions of heat-enhanced

performance of immune cells plus heat-induced stress of patho-

gens (including infected cells), along with other stressors, high-

light fever’s multilayered defense likely being greater than the

sum of its parts.

Clint and Fessler [20] pointed out another theoretical benefit to

fever. They note that ‘pathogen strains that are more fever-tolerant

are consistently outcompeted by strains that are better optimized

for normal body temperature and are thus more successful at

infecting non-febrile hosts’. They propose that fever is beneficial in

defense by widening the differences between the pathogen life-

history trade-offs between growth in infected hosts versus trans-

mission to new hosts. Because fever-adapted pathogens pay a fit-

ness cost at normal host body temperature, between-strain

competition may explain the wide phylogenetic distribution of

fever and its evolutionary persistence as a host strategy.

WHY PEOPLE TAKE ANTIPYRETICS

Antipyretics are taken by some people in order to treat sickness

symptoms, such as headache, malaise and muscle aches.

Others take antipyretics out of concern that the high tempera-

ture itself is harmful. Patients can misunderstand the source of

fever, believing that it is caused directly by the infection, instead

of the body’s response to infection. Some patients and medical

professionals consider fever to be dangerous and take or pre-

scribe antipyretics to return the body temperature to normal.

The excessive fear of fever has been termed fever phobia [41,

42]. Parents in particular are often anxious that their children’s

high temperature will cause a seizure. Febrile seizures are

frightening events that occur mostly in children younger than

6 years of age. Fortunately, most common febrile seizures are

harmless and leave no neurological sequelae [43, 44]. In add-

ition, there is no evidence that taking an antipyretic will prevent

the occurrence of a febrile seizure [43].

Because of the ubiquity of prescribed and over-the-counter

NSAIDs and acetaminophen, these drugs may be assumed to

be benign. In many cases, blocking fever and sickness symp-

toms is inconsequential because most infections are self-

limiting, as is typical for the common cold. For potentially lethal

infections like COVID-19, interfering with evolved defenses may

be more problematic.

THE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF FEVER

Historically, fever has been used therapeutically in ways that

highlight its potential benefits and costs. Before the advent of

antibiotics, severe neurosyphilis was successfully treated by

infecting patients with Plasmodium vivix malaria to induce fever

[45, 46]. In similar fashion, there are reports of certain cases of

cancer treated successfully with live or killed bacteria that

stimulate fever, a therapy once known as Coley’s toxin [47, 48].

These therapies carry risks, and like many interventions, they

can be dangerous. Evolved host defenses like fever involve

costs and risks also, but those risks must be taken in context.

Somewhat counterintuitively, the harms of fever may be cen-

tral to its success as a defensive strategy [49]. Analogous to the

risks of chemotherapy against rapidly replicating cancer cells,

the body induces harm to both self and pathogen, gambling

that it can endure those costs more than the pathogens (or

pathogen-containing cells). This gamble, termed ‘immune

brinksmanship’, [18, 49] has typically paid off during evolution

for humans and other animals, supported by the ubiquity of

fever and the acute phase response across much of the animal

kingdom. This viewpoint implies that treatments that reduce

fever and sickness symptoms might make a patient feel better

at the cost of long-evolved defense and potentially worsen out-

comes during infections.

ASSOCIATION OF FEVER WITH FAVORABLE
OUTCOMES—OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES

Building on previous theoretical and basic scientific research on

fever, recent observational trials in humans have examined the

use of antipyretics and fever on disease outcomes. Inhibition of

fever with acetaminophen has been linked with delayed recovery,

including from chickenpox and malaria [50, 51]. The use of

NSAIDs has been linked with complications, including empyema
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and prolonged hospitalization, in children and adults with lower

respiratory tract infections, reviewed in [52]. Potentially beneficial

effects of fever have also been reported in observational trials. In a

prospective trial that examined the effect of mitochondrial genetic

variants in patients with sepsis, the mitochondrial haplotype H

was linked with higher febrile temperatures and improved survival;

overall, the best survival occurred in those with the highest core

temperature within the first 24 h [53]. In two studies of sepsis and

severe infection in Sweden and Denmark, each involving more

than 2000 patients, fever was associated with lower mortality, and

those with the highest body temperatures had the best survival

[54, 55]. Young et al. [56] showed that lower temperatures were

associated with higher mortality among a cohort of 269,078 ICU

patients with infection in New Zealand and Australia, and the

same result was seen in a cohort numbering 366, 973 in the UK.

In a recent observational study of patients with COVID-19 pneu-

monia, it was found that having a fever (�39�C) was associated

with better survival [57], although another study involving COVID-

19 showed a positive association between fever and more severe

cases [58].

FEVER SUPPRESSION DOES NOT IMPROVE
OUTCOMES—HUMAN INTERVENTIONAL STUDIES

Evidence from randomized controlled trials suggests that inter-

vening to reduce fever does not improve patients’ survival. In

the HEAT trial, Young et al. [59] randomized critically ill patients

to fever suppression with acetaminophen versus a group with

fever but not receiving acetaminophen. No improvement in sur-

vival was seen in the acetaminophen group, but no clear harm

was seen either. In a randomized controlled trial in ICU

patients, ibuprofen did not improve survival [60]. Some human

trials have shown harm from reducing the body temperature

lower than normal in critically ill patients with infection. In

2013, a randomized, although not blinded, trial using chilled

intravenous saline to induce hypothermia in patients with men-

ingitis was stopped early after an interim review revealed

increased mortality in the intravenous cooling group [61]. A

more recent trial studied mechanical cooling of critically ill

patients with septic shock. This trial randomized patients to

induced hypothermia using external chilled circulating water,

compared to those receiving usual care, which included some

medications such as acetaminophen. The trial was also termi-

nated early after enrolling 436 of a planned 560 patients; interim

analysis pointed to higher mortality in the mechanical cooling

group [62]. A meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials

comparing aggressive treatment of fever versus usual care

found no survival benefit from aggressive fever reduction [63].

Even medically fragile patients, including those with heart dis-

ease and limited physiological reserves, did not benefit from in-

tensive efforts to reduce body temperature [63]. Taken together,

these studies suggest that survival outcomes of patients with

infection are not improved by interventions used to lower body

temperature and suppress fever. On the contrary, randomized

trials of body temperature reduction using intravenous or mech-

anical cooling have shown a signal of harm. These results are in

line with increased mortality seen in observational trials [56]

and suggest that interfering with the physiologic set point for

body temperature can have unintended consequences.

THE EFFECT OF ANTIPYRETICS ON ANTIBODY
RESPONSES TO INFECTION OR VACCINES

When given with vaccinations, antipyretics have been observed

to decrease post-vaccination muscle soreness and fever.

Concerns have been raised that antipyretics might simultan-

eously reduce the production of antibodies after vaccinations

and might have a similar deleterious effect during infections. In

a small study of rhinovirus-infected volunteers, aspirin and acet-

aminophen both suppressed antibody responses [64]. Several

large vaccine trials have reported statistically significant reduc-

tions in antibody levels when antipyretics were used at the time

of vaccination [65–68]. In contrast, several studies have

reported no effect of antipyretics on antibody production [69–

71]. When it occurs, the mechanism for inhibited antibody

responses involves the enzyme cyclooxygenase-2, which is upre-

gulated by antibody-producing B cells [72] and inhibited by

NSAIDs and acetaminophen [73]. The potential for NSAIDs and

acetaminophen to reduce protective antibodies will remain a

concern for COVID-19 infection and for any future vaccines for

this disease.

PUBLIC HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS

We see three important public health considerations relating to

inhibition of fever and sickness symptoms. First, fever is used

to monitor and restrict the spread of epidemics in the popula-

tion (e.g. screening for entry into buildings) and for monitoring

recovery status of patients. By masking high temperatures, anti-

pyretics reduce the effectiveness of these public health meas-

ures. Second, if people feel fine after taking antipyretics while

still shedding virus, they are a threat for spreading the infection

[74]. In discussing the possibility of asymptomatic transmission

in COVID-19, Han and Yang [75] noted a published report of

asymptomatic spread of the virus from what was thought to be

the index case in Germany. In fact, the index case had taken an

antipyretic for a fever, highlighting the potential for these medi-

cations to make the disease more difficult to detect. Third and

most important, there is real concern about patient morbidity

and mortality due to abrogation of host defenses, which remain

inadequately understood. The protective value of fever may be

slight but crucial for individual patients. In a pandemic
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involving millions, even a modest protective effect can affect

large numbers of patients.

EARLY DEFENSE TO ‘FLATTEN THE CURVE’ IN THE
INFECTED INDIVIDUAL

Analogous to epidemics affecting populations, early-stage infec-

tions within individuals exhibit exponential growth of pathogens

and/or pathogen-infected cells (Table 1). As we have recently

learned, timing is everything when introducing control meas-

ures in a pandemic. Early interventions have a disproportionate

effect on exponential growth and outcomes. Early initiation of

host defenses in individuals is similarly important. At the early

part of the pathogen growth curve, the benefit of control meas-

ures may not be apparent to the observer and the costs may

seem excessive. Just as with an epidemic, the question arises

for an individual’s immune defenses: ‘how much of a threat

exists and how vigorous and costly should the response be?’

While there are costs in overreacting, an absent or insufficient

immune response to infection can be far more costly to the in-

dividual [76].

The current COVID-19 pandemic has increased awareness of

basic epidemiologic principles and the concept of ‘flattening’

the exponential growth curve. By slowing the spread of infec-

tion, the increasingly and overwhelmingly rapid spread is

avoided, potentially ending the epidemic or at least gaining

valuable time to develop sophisticated defenses and vaccines.

Likewise for flattening the curve in newly infected individuals.

Defenses like fever that are deployed early have the potential to

favorably alter the trajectory of infection, providing time until

adaptive immune defenses (e.g. cytotoxic T lymphocytes and

antibodies) can respond. Much attention has been devoted to

the difficulty of treating late-stage COVID-19 patients. In these

patients, early-stage immune defenses may have been inad-

equate to control the infection [36], resulting in later defenses

that can be harmful themselves [77, 78]. With COVID-19, Shi et

al. [79] suggest that stronger early immune efforts are key to

avoiding overwhelming late-stage disease. Similarly, fever and

the acute phase response may prevent late sequelae of

infection.

PERMISSIVE APPROACHES TO ABNORMAL
PATIENT PARAMETERS

We have discussed the benefits and costs of allowing fever to

occur (Fig. 1). We note that with technological advances it is

possible and therapeutically tempting to ‘correct’ abnormal pa-

tient parameters all types. Several decades of intensive care ex-

perience have shown that many aggressive interventions aimed

at restoring homeostasis do not improve outcomes [80, 81].

Reduced intensity of treatment has produced equivalent or bet-

ter patient outcomes in a variety of clinical settings, including

mechanically ventilated patients receiving lower than normal

tidal volumes [82], avoiding supplemental oxygen in patients

with acute myocardial infarctions [83], less aggressive nutrition-

al supplementation in patients receiving intensive care [84], and

abandoning early goal-directed therapy in sepsis [85]. The risks

of enhancing infection by restoring blood iron levels to ‘normal’

when the levels have been reduced by the anemia of inflamma-

tion has long been known [86]. Similarly, aggressive measures

to normalize body temperature, compared to usual care, have

not improved outcomes in febrile patients [63]. Even usual care,

the typical treatment of fever with NSAIDs and acetaminophen,

is not evidence-based, raising questions for infection outcomes

that could be answered by new research. Whether to raise tem-

peratures therapeutically is another unanswered question.

Subnormal temperatures of severely septic patients are often

therapeutically raised towards ‘normal’, but often anapyrexia is

self-limiting, and it is possible that transient anapyrexia may

function to mitigate the downstream costs of a vigorous im-

mune response [87].

CONCLUSIONS

People with infections have recurring concerns and seek medic-

al guidance for fever, and also for aches and pains, depression,

Table 1. Similarities between epidemics and individual infections

Features in common

Exponential increase of cases (epidemics) and of pathogens (infections)

Early intervention is best

Early control efforts can seem excessive and unwarranted

Failure of early control greatly increases costs (both due to the infections/pathogens themselves and due to the control

measures)

Terminating control efforts early leads to setbacks

Complete eradication of the disease can be costly
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fatigue, and reduced appetite. We note the curious situation

that biomedical science can promptly determine the exact geno-

type of infectious agents through advances in molecular biol-

ogy, but we are still in the dark regarding our most ancient

evolved responses to infection. Since there is no currently

accepted understanding of how the numerous seemingly harm-

ful components of the acute phase response function together

in defense, this should be a long-term research priority. More

urgently, this pandemic is an opportunity to undertake a

randomized controlled study on the effect of antipyretics on

COVID-19 outcomes. Until that time, medical decision making

should be guided by the precautionary principle to take reason-

able steps to reduce risk to patients [88]. Practitioners should

consider the likely protective role of fever, weighed against the

need to treat pain and discomfort. Especially with COVID-19, in

which we are almost exclusively relying on intrinsic host im-

mune defenses to resolve the infection, we propose erring on

the side of not intervening with anti-pathogen defenses like

fever. In the absence of evidence definitively showing their harm

in specific situations, it would be prudent in a life-threatening

infection to take advantage of all of our evolved defenses.
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